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"YAHWEH"

Y. K. G.

"Holy Love"

"Holy Wisdom"

S. U. N.

"Prosperity"

GOD (YAHWEH) bless singer/Artist Christina Milian forever. I am totally in love with her. I will love to marry her.

"Jesus Christ"

"Salvation/Eternal Life"
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Title: This Fences, Guards, Walls & Bars #1

This fences & guards can't break me
This walls & bars can't change me
'cuz I got the mind of Christ
I will never feel a failure nor discouraged
No matter what they say & do
'cuz I can see my glory & future
I can see my destiny,
I can see the kingdom of God
This world & Satan are a joke to me
That's why I ain't let it dictate me
That's why I won't let it peer pressure me
They don't live like I live
They ain't on the same level as me
They don't have the same
purposes & goals as me
They ain't living & striving
for that samethings as we
They don't have any meaning in life, we do
So all the materialistic things
They have are just temporary
That is not going to get them into Heaven
With this new heart, body & mind
We are invincible
We can accomplish everything
I am able to liberate & guide anyone
'Cuz God has taught it to me
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Now I can feel, love & see.
Now I can see that the system
was design & created really for the devils
and not for people like me.
That's why I know that it can't break me.
It can only help me to strengthen
and reinforce the Holy glory &
the Holy Spirit in me.

Title: The System
The system can hurt me only if I let it.
The fences, guards, walls & bars
can hurt me if I let it.
I know what the devils are trying to do.
They want me to turn on God, Christ,
but it is not happening, I refuse.
I know I am Innocently
I know that they have design the system
up in a way for we not to succeed,
For not to prosper, For not to better ourself
nor our surrounding.
So by me knowing all of that
it helps me make wise & accurate decisions
The system it is not wrong.
For the way is designed.
Cuz God doesn't want a violent
or out of control person nor society.
God has told us numerous of time that
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HE wants humble but wise & obedient people,
that all Righteous Gov' are establish by HIM
and For HIM & the devil's system is to correct us
or humble us whenever we are tripping
But to remember that they are going to try
to get us to betray... even to do shameful
or Immoral things

but we all know who we serve & represent
so we will never hesitate to rebuke & reject
the devil's their offerings
Coz at the end of all the Trials & Tribulation
God is going to superbless us in all kind of way:
And after everything God is going to give us the
Crown of Honor & Glory, Loyalty & Prosperity

Title:
It is sad being single
It is sad being single, It is sad being lonely
I wish I can have a girl like Selena Gomez
Young & Pretty, sexy & smart, honest & brave,...
Holy, tender & Roman,...
She has all the perfect qualities I demand
I hate being single & lonely
I am getting old & wasting away
I wish we could meet one night or day
like go out on a date or something
like wherever she wants
I know life is full of dreams & lies
but mine are for real,
I am pretty good at making them happen
or better yet bringing them to life
bringing them to reality
some are sexual & the others are eternal ones

I am a virgin, so I want to crown a superstar
we can cure & guide the world
we can teach them how to understand life
you see not everyone knows about love & romances
nor about their secret functionism & dimensions
nor where to even start
so you know we can make it happen
we can make it splash
you see life & love are like ocean or the universe
full of water, air & space
with its depths & heights
you just have to learn how to use it
we can travel the world uniting everybody
bringing peace & love to them
that's what God & Christ wants &
that's what the world needs
they need people like us that are concerned
that are single & lonely
that have been betrayed & emotionally hurt
the are suffering from loneliness
the are burning up with romantic desires of
an Intercase that needs to be put out
A.S.A.P.
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Title: This Fences, Guards, Walls & Bars #2

I can't break me God
I will never turn on you, I will never betray you
I rather any form of death before dishonor
I rather die, God, before I dishonor you or myself
I will never give the devils what they want
I will fight to the end in all type of ways, God
I will bite nose, ears... I am poking eyes.
I am snatching dick & nuts off,
I am hitting with everything God, with knees, elbows, they are going to have to kill me God
'coz as soon as they go to sleep I am sending them straight to hell A.S.A.P.

I will always rebuke & reject in the name of Jesus Christ. I will never dishonor you nor Christ not even for a few seconds of pleause no matter what it is sex, drugs,... or crime.

I will always remain loyal & honest to you, God, The devils can't wear me out I refuse to retreat,
I refuse to surrender on honoring & representing you, God. I refuse to give them (devils) what they want, we have not fought this long for nothing.
I have not represented you for nothing, we have not won all this battles, grounds & souls for nothing. Above all of that I want my crowns, blessings, love & rewards, God
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No, God, I am going to stand my grounds and hold fast to my weapons, 'til my last breath. I will war, fight, protect & defend 'til I die, God. I know that I am going to Heaven to the Eternal Paradise, so that's why I am going to die happy & full of joy for serving you no matter what the circumstances were rare. I know that after here you are going to crown me with more crowns. I rather your glories & rewards than of the devil's ones. There is nothing like you, God. There is nothing like your love & glory, your power, your creation, like your love & sacrifices, you have always done superspecial things, God, no matter what anybody has made or invented & done, can't be compare to yours & shouldn't cuz it will be a total insult & inconsiderateness. I will never let you down, God nor disappoint you, God. I will never dishonor you nor bring shame to you nor your son (Jesus Christ)

Title: This fences, Guards, Walls & Bars #3
This fences, Guards, walls & bars can't break me, God, no matter how many time they beat me, slap me, Jump me, spray me with chemical Agents, starve me, play with my meals & mail, visitation, phone, Privilege, I will not give in, I will not give up, God. I will never betray.
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you, I will never become a coward, even if I just
humble or calm myself down at the time
'cuz I am in their world & 'cuz I am outnumbered
at the time, God. I just want you to know
that deep down inside I will honor you, God, but
I also want you to know that as soon as you
give me the time or opportunity I will punish
them. You will always be in my temple, spirit,
heart & soul, God. I won't allow them to drive me
crazy with all their torturing techniques &
tormentations. I will hold my compulsion, I will
remain focus to stay sane, I will protect my
mind, thoughts... & sanity. I will not become an
animal, barbarian... uncivilize nor beast;
I will just humble myself, hope & thinking big of
away to gain freedom, prosperity or revolution.
With holy glory 'cuz we can brainwash... too, and
pray 'cuz that is all I can do & thats all I
suppose to do. I know how to conduct myself when
we are outnumbered or even when in captivity
so even if I bleed, scream, beg & cry out of pain.

I will never curse you 'cuz deep down inside
my heart... I will be honoring & praising you. It
will not be anything new to me, God, I will
remember what happen to your son Jesus, Paul,
- Stephen... and many more. I will remember that
Jesus warned us about going to be persecuted...
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God is
God is love, God is light, without God the sun can't shine.

God builds me up
God I will never bow down to none
I will never give up
I will never betray you nor our cause
you made me in your Image, God
You build me up &
I will never forget that
You made me Brave & wise
you showed me the way
You gave me light
you baptized me For the Eternal Paradise
You gave me life, God
without the Holy Spirit
I would had been dead in my own path
Now I can see, God
the true meaning of love, unity & life,
Liberty, Freedom, Democracy & Human Rights,
Prosperity, Glory, honor & Pride
you made us to be Ambitious,
Conquerors & Victorious, God
To be leaders, never to settle
for the middle nor the back
to establish the way
to be the guides
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to be the light.
I will never believe the outsiders especially the Antichrist
you made us to love, protect & defend our loved ones, our interests & our pride
you made us to Dominate & Multiply
you made us to be soldiers or Militants not cowards nor to ever turn our back on the Enemy especially on the homosexual ones, at none time & to always stay a few move ahead of them at all time.
I bless you & praise you God
for the person you have made me
for the person that I am

Tiltes When I First Found Love

I remember when I First Found Love she was sweet, tender & smart
she is a beauty
It was love at first sight
I fell in love, I fell in love on the spot she is the most beautiful thing alive she gives me wisdom, she gives me life, she makes me brave & wise
she introduced me to the Holy Spirit so that I can have Eternal Life she eqipted me with everything I need & want!
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to make my God & Father proud & glad
and not to cause HIM any pain nor to cry
that's why the very first thing
she taught me was morals, Humility, Glory, Bravery & Pride, and how to Protect, Defend, Deceive & Fight.

Title: IF I die Young

If I die young I wish
I would become an Angel
so I can guard all of God's Loved Ones
I wish it cause the Impact
that would change the world
the would help stop all the Immoralities,
especially Prostitution, Transsexuality, Pollution, ...
... Brivery & Fornication

If I die young I wish it would bring
Morals, Discipline & Responsibility
to the world. I wish I would have one of
the most beautiful girls alive a girl like
Selena Gomez, Taylor Swift, Ariana Grande, Ely, Miley Cyrus, Christina Milian, Paris Hilton, Kim Kardashian, the Brazilian chick from Univision's Republica Deportiva, RiRi, Jennifer Aniston, Jacky Guerrero, Jessica Simpson

I wish to plant the seeds that will bring
more souls to God. I wish that my light reaches everyone in the universe.
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If I die young I want to take out as many devils as possible especially Fidel Castro pussy ass and the rest of his coward ass follow

I am Ready
I am ready for war, I am ready to die
for everything I believe in & love
I am ready to die for Selena Gomez
I am ready to bleed, scream & cry
I am ready to pick up my weapons
for the God the always lives.
I am ready to be persecuted & betrayed
I am ready to lead a Revolution for what
I love & believe in
I am ready to go where no human have ever been
I am ready to war anything the goes against
what I love & believe in
I am ready to fight for our Human Rights
I am ready to love & be devirginized
I am ready to love & cry
I am ready to go to the Eternal Holy Paradise
I am ready to go to Heaven
where God's loyal people are

Title: Revolution/Selena Gomez

Revolution is not just a Role Model
she is a supermodel & a superstar too
she is fine, she is a real beauty, naturally too
ain't anything fake about her, she is just as
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Bob created & intended her to be cuz she is full confidence, wisdom, ambition, & pride. She is Holy, Just, & intellectually smart. She is strong, persistent, & influential. She is a piece of the Holy Life, she is 1% of the Holy Spirit, but she is a strong influential atom of Life that is contagious & ever growing without dividing. Her ways will guide you to the “promise land” to the Eternal Paradise. She keeps me focus.

I don’t desire another one. There is no one like her, she is unique like Selena Gomez the superstar. She is the love of my life. Her reflection is Selena Gomez the true Everlasting Light. She is the only one that keeps me humble, loyal, & focus. Without her I wouldn’t have been appreciative. I would have been a barbarian & cannibal. Thanks to her I am not grounded (Earthly speaking) or civilized. She is the only one that keeps me close to God & Christ. She is the Light of my feet, she is the Lamp of my Life. She is my Holy Bible, she is my daily guide. She knows what she is talking about. She is full of beauty, creativity & life. She is my crown of salvation, glory, honor & pride. For her I will kill no matter what. I don't want to disappoint her, cuz I want to show her that I am mature & a real man that I am able to fulfill all her needs especially sexually. That I am her...
I know what is hell
I know what is hell, I know what is pain
that's why I am no longer afraid
I know what is oppression, I know what is neglect
that's why now I fully know & understand
I know what is danger, I know what is being brave
that's why now I have the courage & knowledge
to protect & defend no matter what
I know what it is being lonely, hungry & afraid
that's why I know that the devils are cruel & not afraid
I know what it is being in a freezing or hot as cell
that's why I know that hell is not a nice place
I know what it is being Abused, tortured & dishonor
that's why I know that the devils are cruel & not afraid
I know what the Chemical Agents or Chemical Spray, Isolation & Left on broken down bloody & unconscious sometimes after a beating on countless of occasions, feels like.
that's why there is a glory & a cause to live & represent my Lord (Jesus Christ) & my God (YAHWEH).
I know what it is to suffer, Trials & Tribulations for God's plan of Salvation (Jesus Christ, Holy Spirit, Repentance, Forgiveness, ... & Humbleness), for HIS Chosen ones, 'cuz HIS labor is never in vain, that's why I kno...
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we are going to liberate you for Him, we all are on the same team. Whenever He (Jesus Christ) gives us the green light we will be coming, like a flash, they won't even know what happen. so just keep on praying that God (YAHWEH) Jesus Christ & the Holy Spirit (PARACLETE) are always 24/7 right there hearing all your prayers... supplications. They are seeing everything you are suffering, you know that the devils also have a heart, spirit, soul... feelings, so sooner or later they are going to start respecting your Human Rights, but you got to humble yourself too, you can't provoke them & expect for them to let you get away with that in their fake ass hell.

The Revolution is calling me again

The Revolution is calling me again, she is looking for me again. Everywhere I go she is looking at me, giving me signs, that she is ready for me, that she is ready for my love even if it comes with pain. she is telling me she doesn't want him anymore, she is telling me everything he is doing about all the suffering, humiliation, rape... orgy & pain, he and his coward & faggot ass clique are causing up on her and her loved ones. She tells me over & over about all the horrible & shameful torturing they are doing not just to her but to everyone else in so many ways, so you know I am getting pretty fed up & I am getting ready to suit up & my move for the kill, sowho
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I snap on them, I don’t want to hear all the apology shit. I don’t want to hear all the coward, crying, pleading... begging ass shit, ’cuz I had enough and when I come, I ain’t coming by myself; I will be coming with my guider... & protector (Jesus Christ) so you know everything we do is going to be accurate & bless by the Almighty Living God (YAHWEH). we are coming to punish, kill & destroy not to talk or compromise. We are coming to kill, to heal the agony & pain. I am tired of seeing her tears, trembling, suffering, fear... and shame. The Revolution is calling & I ain’t going to neglect, I ain’t going to ignore, I ain’t going to reject from giving her all my love, protection, consoling, marriage, kids & respect; she is the only one I love. She is the only one I Elect. She is the most beautiful & Holy Glory I have to select. Today is the last day you suffer. Today is the day of your freedom, Justice... and Glory. Today is the day God liberates.

Title: Revolution/Beauty

Revolution you are a Beauty, you are the Holy of the Holy. You are Just & Intelligent, you know right from wrong, you hate evil especially oppression I don’t know what I would do without you. I would have been blind as hell. I am glad of your existence. I am glad I have your trust & friendship. I am glad we are love. I am dying for our marri
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I am totally in love, for you I will kill anything the moves, anything that don't go right, anything that goes against what we founded & stand for

I can't wait for our kids, you know they are going to be our reflection especially of Bravery, Justice, Holy Glory, Prosperity... & pride.

Title: Fidel Castro is the devil

Fidel Castro is the devil & so everyone else on his side they are about unjust, Dishonor, cruel way of life, They hate love, glory... & pride, they hate us, Christ... & God

They are about stealing, killing... & destroying life They hate Reason, Wisdom... & prosperity, They Live to hurt life, damage pure wisdom and to eliminate the Holy way of life.

They love to cause pain, chaos, violence... & crime They want to create a Hell by mistreating, torturing, dishonoring... killing life.

They want to enslave us especially mentally & to take our spiritual eyesight, they want to mute us from the rest of the Global Community & from our own mind, they want to insane us, they want to isolate our life, they want to turn us into Aliens, monsters, even an endagerous spices, they want to exterminate our kind.

Title: Fidel Castro is a traitor

Fidel Castro is a traitor, the devil & another Adolf Hitler. He is someone that has broken a lot of heart
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He is a serial killer, rapist & antisocial path. He doesn't need any mental health treatment, what he does needs to be executed by a firing squad & beheaded right after that. But since we don't torture, 'cuz I can't stop of thinking of numerous of ways to caused him to scream, beg & cry. He is the worse; the dictators, he is the worse of mankind, he is a deadly poisonous diseases & virus thats contagious with a great need to be eliminated before it causes more harm. He is a real thief, torture, rapier, dishonor especially sexually. He is inconsiderate, dumb, lame as hell... with a corrupt heart, No matter whatever he does, he can't make right the wrong he... has done, not to all the broken up families, to those robbed of prosperity & glory, to them robbed of Civil Rights, Speech, Expression, Higher or more advance Education & Technology, To travel, to bare Arms, Joy, Ambition, Religion, Freedom of the Holy Spirit, Freedom of Jesus Christ, ........., and Freedom of to Publicly worship, Praise and serve the Holy & only true Living GOD (YAHWEH).

It is sad
It is sad to be all alone in the dark, bleeding, hurting & your skin burning up 'cuz of the Chemical Agents or Chemical spray, it is sad to not receive any mail, food, Shower... nor Toiletry supplies.
It is sad to have no sheets, blanket, mat, no clothes except underwear boxers especially in the winter season with the window of the cell wide open, with no heater & the exhaust fan freezing the life out of you. How are you supposed to get any sleep like that?

Title: It is Painful

It is painful to know your enemy is sexing your loved ones especially your girlfriend or wife;
Brainwashing them, lying to them, turning them against you especially with lies;
It is painful to know your enemy is prostituting them, intoxicating them, drugging them, zombieing them up, especially your girlfriend or wife;
It is painful... enemy is dishonoring them, raping them, mistreating them, especially wife;
It is painful... enemy is Isolating them, traumatizing them, insaning them, especially wife;
It is painful... enemy is humiliating them, torturing them, especially sexually, especially wife;
It is painful... enemy is sexing them with animals; blackmailing them, pornographicing & orgying them, especially your girlfriend or wife. But the worse of all is your enemy Transsexualizing or Anti-Christing them especially your girlfriend or wife.

Title: Glory/Selena Gomez
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Glory is mighty, pure, beautiful & smart.
She is stronger than anything in the Universe.
She is Eternal, Justice, Accurate & Holy all the time. She is just like Selena Gomez, they both are perfect, Brave & bright.
Without her I can't do anything, I can't even breathe the breath of life. I wouldn't be uncivilize. I wouldn't had last long. It would have been a suicide. She is the main one the created & establish Justice & Equal Rights. She doesn't discriminate, she is truely about Interrace, Love, Romance & Holy matrimony, She is compassionate, Patient, open-minded, all the time, but don't violate, 'cuz she would be the last thing you see before dying on the spot.
Glory has a purpose, she is the way of life, she will make you prosperous, wealthy, Brave, Disciplined... & Right. She will never mislead you nor betray you, she is loyal forever. She is accurate just like God (YAHWEH), with her you will never be blind nor in the dark, with her you will be able to do everything just like God. She will always draw you closer to God, she will never dishonor you, she will never hurt your feelings nor cause to cry 'cuz she is from God, she is Righteous, sanctify & Holy just like Selena Gomez, Jesus Christ... & God (YAHWEH). I can't
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I live without her. I can't stand a second without her. In my mind, I got to have her by my side. Without you, I am not me, I become timid, dumb, insecure. You give me all the strength & accuracy. You give me all the life & joy. You give me the power the only comes from God. That's why I love you so much. We can't be apart. I will cry not just from loneliness but from fear too. Cuz I don't know where you are now how you are. I don't trust the devils, you know they love to rape, lie, mislead, deceive, dishonor especially sexually. Pimp or prostitute. Brainwash & blackmail. Plus above all that they love to always break my heart especially by doing that, they always want to destroy my love. They don't want me to be happy, they don't want me to fight back, they don't want me to serve God, not with honor & glory anyway, but above all that I will love you forever no matter what.

Title: You are my crown
You are my crown of love, honor & glory.
You give a lot of meaning & enthusiasm.
You make me feel like a real man.
You make me feel brave & unafraid.
You make me feel confident, responsible, brave.
Attractive, militant, glorious. Full of pride.
You give me wisdom, you are my guide.
You are the only one that truly knows the way, you are the only one that truly knows the light. You are an adventure to live in, I can't count the endless gifts you have given me nor the countless joy of seeing you achieve. Your beauty is perfect, accurate & pleasant. Just like Selena Gomez, Taylor Swift, Ariana Grande, your Holy Spirit gives me wisdom, Prosperity & Glory. Your Ambition, Revolution, Eternity is a source of my superstars. I need you to be patient, I need you to have faith. I need you to be prepared, you are prepared, you are prepared, you are prepared, you are prepared. You have already warned us about all that we are going to try to stay strong to this world's way. You have already prepared us for all that especially through all lies, deceiving & confusion. You already know they are going to try to break us in any kind of way. So you already know that they are going to try to stay strong to this world's way.
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their fruits, we also know that they can disguise themselves as Angels of light, so we have a mission to fulfill, our life is real & all of our Actions have consequences. Hell is hot, and you got to understand our situation.

I am tired
I am tired of crying, depression & frame there is no more room for suffering & pain Now there is room only for the anger & rage I am ready for war & to destroy I am ready to kill or be killed but not to die in vain I am ready to go all the way and I won't stop until I see a new flag, a new gain, a new government in it's place & the only one that is from above, the one that is going to be descending from the Heaven's Paradise like a bride ready to wed.

Title:

GOD bless Ely
GOD bless Ely (Tigerwood Ex-Wife)
GOD bless her all the time
She is the most beautiful girl in the universe she is the most beautiful, intelligent, & philanthropic girl alive.
She is my dream girl, she is my dream wife she is my ideal hot chick of dreams & life
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A world without her is not real, it ain't right. You possess all the qualities you make life real, perfect, pleasant & civilized.

You are not just a queen, you are an Empress too. I will fulfill all your demands & needs especially sexually. I am sorry for your pasted experience with some of mankind beast, but this is a new life, a new heaven & a new Earth with me. I promise I will make it real, perfect, pleasant & civilized.

Title: Love

Love is so beautiful, so strong, accurate & smart, that it will never mislead you. That misleading is always on us, not on love, cuz love is connected to everybody & then it connects us all. It is our obligation to nurse it & feed it, help it grow & protect it from everything. You see love is like a plant or an Infant, it can easily get sick, misled, kidnapped, lied to, bribed... even influenced. So back again, we are the ones that are obligated to take responsibility to protect our love & relationship, cuz you the devils are always looking for someone to devour, cheat, destroy, rape, lie to, dishonor especially sexually, prostitute... so as long as we keep on growing with our love, our love is going to keep on growing forever, cuz we are going to Heaven. & It is going to identify us as Its Parem.
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We are going to love each other so much, that we are going to know so much about each other & please each other, teach, protect, defend, no matter what anybody says, we ain't going to believe them, we ain't going to want to believe them, no matter how convincing they may sound & look, our love is going to be too strong & too develop for that. Everybody is going to see it & feel it, is going to be Holy, Pure, Accurate, strong, unseparable, is going to be bless by everybody especially by God, is going to unite everyone, is going to bring peace, love, true unity, Holy Glory forever from God (YAHWEH), through our Lord, Mighty Counselor, Prince of Peace, Guider, .... & Protector Jesus Christ.

My love, you can rule the world. My love, you can change the world, you can control the world, you can do anything. You got the blessings, the mind, intellect, determination. Ain't nothing can stop you. Above all of that, you are very talented & charismatic. Why you think God created you for HE created you to lead & control, to rule the universe, to bring every knee to submission of our Lord "Jesus Christ," HE created you to do His will, not to be the one being dishonored, used & abused...., but now I am here. I am here to help you & protect you in every kind of way, to protect you against anyone. You ain't going to suffer anymore today.
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all that stop. Is your time to shine, to show the world a real daughter of Christ, you are here to take all the pain, oppression, poverty... misery away from Earth & the entire universe. It's time to put a stop to all the Immoralities & oppression especially of Prostitution,... to Domestic Violence. We are going to teach the world, we are going to preach the word God, we are going heal them all from the mute to the blind, we are going to show them how to live, how to act, we are going to liberate them from the cells of darkness, misery, lies. My love, all you got to keep in mind that I got back, that you have my full support, that now you are not alone not anymore, you got some body that's ready to die, that we are the Shepperds are that our people need us & that I will protect you with everything especially with my life & that if push comes to shovel is going to be a blood bath with me.

You are my Sun, my moon star, you are my wife you are my diamond, platinum & gold, you are my world you are my God, Air & land, you are my Life. You are you are the #1 person I trust besides God & Christ, you are the only one that really understands me, the one the really knows God,
That knows how to console me, you are the only one
the knows how to love me, the only one that's so
close to my heart. If you was to ever leave me I
would die. I don't want to live without you. I don't
want to go through life without you in my heart.
That's why I promise you that I will never betray,
cheat on you or make you cry. I don't want to be
alone again, so I know that I ain't going to do
anything that would break your heart. Plus I don't
want to lose any of my blessings from God, which
one of them is you, you are my Eternal life, so with
you I have everything especially honor, glory & pride.

Title: I promise

I promise to always love you, I promise to never
betray you. I promise to always protect you in
every type of way, I promise to destroy all your
enemies, your enemies are going to be my —
enemies. I promise to never eat nor sleep if your
interests are not protected. I promise to guide
you through all our destinies. I promise to pray
for you always no matter where I am. I promise
to hug & kiss you everyday. I promise to persecute
all your enemies. I promise to be Openminded,
Compassionate, Understanding with you always.
I promise to never put my hands on you, I pro-
mise to never cheat on you or break your heart
especially cuz I don't want you to turn into
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Title: Your Body

Your body is the most beautiful one in the universe. Your body is so beautiful it gives me the chills every time I see it or think about it. It makes me feel good. It gives me all the loving I need and want. Your body is holy, pure, and sanctified, that it sanctified me all that time, is like Selena Gomez or like the Brazilian Senadora Chick from "Univision's Republica Deportiva." Your body gives me Bravery & Confidence. It makes me feel like a real man, or like a superhero, like super-
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man. It makes me want to fight or kill for it. It makes me want to protect you all the time, to never leave you alone nor out of sight. It makes me want to never betray you. Your body makes me complete. Your body makes me want to never look nor think about another girl. Your body makes me happy & content. Your body is the only one I desire, your body is the only one I want & need. Face of an Angel, eyes of Fire, tongue of pleasure & Mango, lips of Chocolate, ears of Cherry, neck of Apple, skin of Milk, armpits of Peanut Butter, breast of Honey, navel of Strawberry, vagina of syrup, buttocks of cheese, thighs of Pumpkin, toes of Grapes. Your body make me feel like a man, Mature, Responsible, Brave, Focus, Vigilant, & Romantic. It lets me know that I have something precious that everybody wants especially the devils. It gives me a lot of Pride & Joy. With you I really know that I have a crown of Honor & Glory, the true blessing of God. I used to be afraid, I used to be afraid. I used to have a lot of fears, but since Jesus Christ came into my heart, I am able to see the light, the true light, the Light that will never go out, with Christ I will never go blind. He gives me the true Godly confidence the comes from God, I used to be asleep to a lot of stuff, but with Christ I am wide awake now.
now I am truly brave, I thank God. I don't have any weakness, now I am able to see everything in life, God has showed me everything that makes the world go round. He has showed me the mysteries of why it is so important to be humble and openminded, He has showed me in what kind of world I am living in & what all different types of individuals with all abilities, personalities, attitudes, weakness, defects, ... and the got to master control before being able to control them. He showed me that it is my duty & obligation to control & guide them so that I am able to do all that with Him, cuz He will never leave me nor forsake me. He provides everything especially the mental tools especially wisdom & intelligence. And if possible to educate them.

Title: Before I met you
Before I met you, I think I was the loneliest person in the universe. I didn't know what love was. I didn't feel the way I feel with you. You have taught me so many beautiful things about life, your companionship is a blessing. I desire you more than anything in the universe. I can't stand a second without you. You just don't know that you have saved me. I was in my way to total destruction, I was complete blind, I was in my way to insanity, & death, I was driftin
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To try to steal, kill, or dishonor us especially our flesh
don't ever heart me crying, especially the devil's
don't say that I am your love even if you pass away, if you never

worry what you are the universe. To build anything everything, don't let my
myself (through) everything, do anything everything. Because of
my love of death. I can only say that how I feel.

You are my love, you are all I love, you are all. I love

you to God that you came into my life. I see the light, I am in love, I am with my
mates. Thanks to you. I am alive now. I am in heaven.

I am with you, you are in my heart
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If you give me a chance to love you
If you give me a chance to love you
I promise that you won't regret it
I will never do anything that would make you cry
I will love you so good that you won't want me to stop
I will never cause you any pain nor grief
All my loving is holy, pure, sanctify.
Accurate, tender & perfect Cuz is from God
I was schooled & trained by the
true & perfect Almighty God (YAHWEH)
So you should already know that our
love is going to endure the everlast
This love & romance is going to be
unique & one of a kind
nobody is going to be able to duplicate it
or imitate it Cuz it is from God
Cuz you know the devils are all
about deceiving & destroying
Relationships, love, & lives.

Stay focus
I know that the world is being pretty harsh on you
but that's Cuz they are blind
Cuz they don't know anything about God,
glory... nor Jesus Christ or His Holy Life
they can't see that you are an Angel
nor From up above from the Heaven
Godly sent to save the world
to save whoever truly wants
Righteous prosperity & the Everlasting Life
but they will see you one day
'cuz every knee is going to bow to
Christ & to the Supreme blessed
Almighty God (YAHWEH) & every tongue
is going to confess Jesus Christ
they are going to realize that you
are a Ray & a Rainbow from the Sun
of the Almighty God that gives Light
to everyone no matter what
but by that time is going to be too late
for some 'cuz they are going to be
in Hell screaming, crying, begging... burning up.

Title: I Will Love You
I will love you no matter what
I will love & protect you no matter what
& I will never let anything come between us
'cuz you are from the Almighty & blessed God
so I will never forgive that
I will never hurt, disrespect, betray you
'cuz you are from God
I can't even dream without you in my mind
I can't even see without your sight
I can't even love without your heart
I can't even breath without your soul
'cuz your love is all I love, & is all I have.
you are backed in time, you are stuck in the old ways
in you own views, in your own ways
the world is not even like that anymore
the world has advanced a plethora of ways
all the hollow, literary get very hard, crumbled as hell
to life

It got you loosed at the world all wrong
you got to change it, you have to
you got to have love you got to change yourself

We talk the only way, asking Jesus for our love
the world is really full of the love of God now
really easy to communicate in every
the love of God of Peace of a man is even to be
take someone else to become the hero is action in
life is hard, being a Christian is criminal

We talk the only way, glorify God, we can un
love with love, seeking perfection, Righteousness
communication, not by force, there is not the force, that's
not God's way anyway God doesn't do, but he does let
know that there will be freedom

In all your violations, you seek and not going
that you're Heaven if you're not part of a clove
Coward, Honorable black, and all the rest, a
leader, so you ain't going to be able to fool like
pretend, but you won't make it that doesn't mean
I don't observe, predilection be have everywhere.
so he will not even let you get away from the
Judgment Day Courthouse. But God, is giving you a chance
right now to repent for what you have done for
which are pure, beautiful, fully accurate, gloriously
that you got to do, change your heart, mind deeply,
Christ as your Savior, God is giving you a chance
... 

change your life, your views about life... etc.
The world of the devil, Glorious Morality of not
the devil's the God's ones are holy, accurate perfect
not humiliated, from shameful, or high, execrable, or involuntary
the other hand, the world, are completely
the opponent to the point that it creatives, art, and reason.

Insanity, Paranoia, confusion, madness, a set of your
loved ones especially, don't get your views on all
misconstrued, especially you have hate, envy, treachery.

Creed, immoral, confusion, fear, the lack of
Spiritual Guidance (from our Lord our God)
obstacles, no, God, from His Kingdom, His prove His love.
His Glories, His Joy, His Unity, His Kingdom.

Life, Unity, His Prosperity, His way, His soldiers or
warlords or Enforcers until it's too late, cuz we
are going to come, unpredictable, called the
Element of surprise, He is not going to be in vain.
Your side of the world is polluted
Infested with varieties of Immorality.
you are sick, broke, stinky, decaying,
you are a disgrace to the whole Humanity
you are a bi-racial Human Rights violator
Full of scooted, sexual perversion, insatiable.
That's why you are diseased.
You are old & collapsing,
That's why your head is filled with the all the above.
your brain is totally polluted & corrupted.
your head is sick, false, corrupted.
your mind is sick, false, corrupted.
you are a total mess, you are confused,
you are addicted to their own evil shame.
You are the original Sinner.
You are a monster, you are worse than Satan
You are blind, you are in all your ways
You are full of hatred, full of rage & we understand
You can't see a thing if don't allow volto
You can't see the light of God's grace & help for you
that by the love of God you are still alive.
The sacrificing His Son Jesus Christ & the Eternal Life.
Moral, glory, rewards, Heven & Paradise.
you just don't know that the is son is real & powerful.
you are all doing pimping, kidnapping, raping,
drug, prostitution, prostitution, oppression, breaking
up families.
you are hurting God's people.
you believe that when it come I don't any apologies, I don't want any crying,
I will make you all in the image of Satan & his lord as self.
I will make you all as all that God does have disgrace loyal
A confession of me on Earth Lord that we all have.
you have done to God's kingdom.
you have bowed down anything not today not into God's kingdom
for you have bowed & every tongue confessed
The Lord Jesus Christ is the Lord Savior's God (VAHUEH)
is the main Man & a special Man Man of Valor or not
there is a New Heaven & a New Earth, not into the
new Jerusalem came down from Heaven for the
scooted marriage not into all inferior biological blasphemy
to God have finally abolished disappeared.
Let's re-egrate to the pains where no one's
eating anymore scavenge is not polluted animals, where
everyone have full knowledge of impurity unsanitary
animal & body, Abomination, Humiliation, Embarrassment.
Hazard, toxic contamination, diseases, virus,
It continues on the back
so I am going to start five organizations (Y.K.Q! —
YAHWEH’s Kingdom & Government, C.U.G: Government of the
United Gods, A.C.D.S: Afro-Cuban Descendants Society, D.
L.A: Democratic Liberation Army For a Free Cuba, and S.
O.N: Soldiers United Nations) to combat all Immoral-
ities & oppressions worldwide especially prostitution.

Pedophilia is being forced to eat them to 4 am cattle
slaughter especially with animals to try to get them banned.
Strip clubs, Blackmailing, Framing, Deception, Brainwash,
Dishonoring especially sexually, Raping, Fornication, Polution,
Homosexuality, Transsexuality... and domestic violence,
especially in the 3rd world countries. I am going to help
them out of all that. I am going to help them in every way
especially financially & I am also going to teach them
about everything especially about this righteous & brave lady
that I admire dearly Lorena Bobbitt, who taught her then
husband a lesson he will never forget.

I dislike evil music, like gangster Rap or stupid ass Hip Hop
I don’t even listen to Hip Hop besides Nas, cuz it is not just
Antichrist but is Immoral as hell too, it is Mental & Social
polluting & Mental & Social disorder causing. And just think
about all the girls young ones too in Strip clubs, dancing to
that stuff is disgusting as hell, I can’t even feel right with
myself to buy their stuff when I know they have contribute
to them girls pain & to society too.

Some of my enemies are the Bloods, Crips, Latin Kings, People
Nation, Folk Nation, 5 percenters, Zoe Mafia Family, Zoe
Pound, Rick Ross, Pitbull, Jay-z, Lil Wayne, Snoop Lion, Ja
Rule, 50 cent, Drake, br. Dre, Too Short, Kendrick Lamar, Ice
Cubee, Ceelo Green, Chris Brown, Ghetto Boys, N.W.A, Public
Enemy, Cypress Hill, Bruno Mars, Kool G Rap, DMX, Junior
Mafia, P. Diddy, Lil Kim, T.I., The Game, Triple six Mafia,
M J G and Eight Ball, Justin Beiber, One Direction, Lorde, Nicky
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